
Create – Applications From Ideas 
Written Response Submission Template  

Please see Assessment Overview and Performance Task Directions for Student for the task 
directions and recommended word counts. 

Program Purpose and Development 

2a)  

2b) 

The programming language I used was scratch. Scratch is a program 
online which makes coding easy, and is a visual language using blocks 
stacking on and into each other. The purpose of my program is a random 
terrain generator. The code creates a 2D terrain randomly generated at 
different heights which can be used for side scrolling games. The video 
shows the code running and creating the terrain’s columns that vary at 
random height          

The first part of my program I had trouble with was determining the 
variables and how they were going to play into the program. I knew I 
would have to use a variable to determine the randomly generated 
height of each column, so I tested out multiple repeat loops to clone the 
sprite. The clone function was another problem I encountered, I could 
not create layers of grass, dirt, and stone because the clone could only 
maintain one costume, so it would be uniform grass, dirt, or stone not a 
layer of stone, dirt, then grass. I ended up removing the clone function 
and inserting a stamp function instead, so the sprite can switch costumes 
to another type of terrain, get stamped onto the stage, move up for a 
new layer in the column and repeat. I had some help in collaborating on 
where to find the stamp function, I could not find the stamp function or 
use it very well, so I had some help from a friend on what the stamp 
function actually does.         
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2c) 

  

The algorithm in my code is essentially the driver of my code, making it 
function until it completes its purpose. The code will repeat until the 
sprite hits the X position of 240, or the end of the stage. Each time the 
code is ran, the sprite moves closer to the end of the stage because in 
the code the X position of the sprite is increased by 8, eventually 
reaching 240 so the code will stop repeating, and complete the purpose 
of the program to create a randomly generated terrain.     
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2d) 

  

My abstraction uses loops to stamp the sprite to the stage, creating part 
of the column. As the code progresses the costume is switched to create 
terrain layering, then changing the Y value of the sprite by a small 
amount to add height to the columns. When the column reaches it’s 
determined height by the algorithm the loops in the code will change it’s 
X value and rerun the code to create a new column with another 
randomly generated height.         
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